Abstract: Due to the increasing use of micro-processors to control multibody systems, the inclusion of both analogue and digital electronic components in multibody formulations has become one of the challenges facing the multibody community. Models of mechanical systems that incorporate these types of components are referred to as "mechatronic" systems, while multibody systems incorporating only analogue components are dubbed "electromechanical" systems. Traditional approaches to symbolically computing the governing equations for such systems can be time intensive and result in extremely complex equations. The following paper proposes a method for efficiently generating the governing symbolic equations for an electromechanical multibody system. The key to the proposed approach lies in exploiting the topology of a given system by applying subsystems derived using a newly developed extension to linear graph theory. Exploiting the topology in this manner accommodates parallel formulation strategies and helps to clarify and organise the system level models. Additionally, since the subsystem models are developed using a linear graph formulation, it is shown that they naturally combine with graph models of electrical subsystems to model electromechanical systems.
Introduction
The use of subsystems to divide complex mechanisms into smaller components is looked upon favorably in the literature. Schiehlen notes that "a modular approach for the modelling and simulation of multibody systems is most important" [Sch97] . Fisette and Péterkenne suggest that not only does the topology of many mechanical systems contain distinct entities that could be described as "multibody subsystems", but it is also efficient to separate these entities and solve them as independent problems [FP98] .
The interest in applying subsystems to multibody systems over the past decade is not surprising as their use to effectively model complex systems is apparent in other fields. For instance, subsystems have been used to help model complex power systems and finite element systems for years [SC02] , [Roe66] , [CK77] . Savage, whose background is primarily with hydraulic and electrical systems states, that partitioning large systems into subsystems that make physical sense result in a more straightforward model of the overall system [Sav97] . In the field of computer science, subsystems have been used beneficially to provide code abstraction, system decomposition, and code reuse in complex systems [Rum96] . The field of rail vehicle dynamics has also seen significant advancement through the application of subsystems [KH01] . The proposed method develops the multibody subsystem model symbolically. In his review of the literature, Schiehlen notes that symbolic methods are "especially helpful for real time applications and parameter optimization" [Sch97] . Their computational efficiency is noted by several authors [dJB94] , [SF97] , [CH96] and is due, in large part, to the following:
1. terms multiplied by zero are automatically removed and multiplications by 1 are directly simplified 2. terms can be collected and computed only once rather than each time they appear in the equation 3. Unless the system's topology changes, symbolic equations only need to be generated once and can then be integrated forward for all time (numeric formulations require that the equations be re-formulated at each time step, prior to integration) 4. symbolic packages can perform trigonometric reductions, substitutions, and simplifications to further compact the equations Despite these advantages, symbolic formulations are difficult to implement in real-time applications since they need to reformulate the entire system of equations for systems with varying topology [dJB94] . Since implementing a formulation symbolically is slower than a numerical implementation, the formulation time required when the system changes its topology can be unacceptable for real-time simulation. However, different authors have shown that by using subsystems, only a portion of the equations need to be altered [Bre87] , [KCT95] . Unfortunately, these presented methods are more "ad hoc" then systematic in nature. The proposed method uses an extension of linear graph theory to generate and combine subsystem models of multibody systems. Linear graph theory is a branch of mathematics that deals with the topology of a system. It provides a systematic way of describing the interconnections between elements as well as formulations based upon those relations. McPhee has shown its portability to multi-dimensional mechanical systems and has developed an automatic formulation based on Newtonian mechanics [McP96] , [McP98] . Shi and McPhee [SM00b] shown that formulations based on virtual work can also be implemented using graph-theoretic methods.
An additional benefit of graph theory is that it provides a unified approach to modelling systems from a variety of disciplines [wMC92] , [ADCK00] , [SM00a] . Sherrer and McPhee have demonstrated this in providing a unified formulation of electromechanical multibody systems [SM00a] . They go on to mention that discrete components could also be included, making the modelling of fully mechatronic systems feasible. The theory in the following paper is divided into three different sections. The first section (Section 2) presents current techniques for modelling multibody systems using linear graph theory. This theory provides the basis for the following sections. After this, the proposed method of modelling multibody systems using subsystems is shown in detail (Section 3. This section represents the bulk of the paper. The subsystem modelling of a three degree of freedom planar parallel manipulator acts as an example to demonstrate the presented theory. Finally, Section 4 demonstrates how the presented formulation naturally combines with linear graph methods for modelling electrical subsystems. The general modelling procedure of a PDcontrolled rotating arm provides the example for this section.
Graph-theoretic Modelling of Multibody Systems
Different papers have used graphs to represent physical systems, with significant disparity regarding the graph's interpretation. As was mentioned at the outset, the proposed modelling approach uses directed linear graphs to represent the modelled systems. To simplify our discussion, we will restrict ourselves to 2-dimensional systems. It should be noted, however, that 3-dimensional systems can also be modelled with linear graph theory. For mechanical systems, the nodes of a graph represent body-fixed reference frames while directional edges represent the components connecting those frames. This representation results in a strong similarity between the linear graph model and the physical system. For example, consider the simple mechanism depicted on the left-hand side of Figure 1 . The mechanism consists of a revolute joint connected to a single rigid link. The linear graph of the system is drawn overtop of the revolute-link's image to illustrate the resemblance of the graph to the modelled system. Edge H1 represents the revolute joint attaching the link to the inertial reference frame at node Z. Nodes B, D and C represent body-fixed reference frames associated with the ends of the link and its centre of mass, respectively. The fixed displacement and orientation of nodes B and D with respect to node C are defined by edges R3 and R4. Finally, edge M 2 defines the D'Alembert and gravitational force acting at node C. Each component in a linear graph has a set of through and across variables associated with it. These variables are referred to as the component's modelling variables [SC02] . Across variables are physical variables that are measured by placing a measuring device in parallel with the component. The across variables for mechanical systems represent the translational and rotational displacement resulting from traversing from the tail to the tip of the edge. Here we shall resolve vectors in the frame at the tail of the component's edge. In 2-dimensions, both the translational and rotational across variables may be represented as vectors.
For 3-dimensional systems, the rotational across variable are represented by rotational transformation matrices. The through variables for a component are those quantities that would be measured by placing a measuring device in series with the component. The through variables for mechanical systems represent the forces and torques being applied through the component. As in the case of the across variables, the through variables for an edge are expressed with respect to the reference frame at the edge's tail. In 2-dimensions the through variables may be represented by the following two vectors:
In addition to the modelling variables, each edge has a set of terminal (constitutive) equations associated with it. These equations either relate the through and across variables to each other or define them as functions of other system variables and parameters (e.g. constants, time, through and across variables of other components). The terminal equations can be expressed in either admittance (
Once the terminal equations are defined for each edge in the graph, the system's governing equations can be systematically formulated. The first step in this process is to define a tree for the graph. A tree consists of a connected subgraph that includes all nodes in the graph without any loops (i.e. at most only two tree edges may be connected to a single node). The edges in the tree are called branches while the cotree edges (those not in the tree) are referred to as chords. A powerful feature of graph theory is that the selection of the tree defines the modelling variables that will appear in the final kinematic and dynamic equations. More specifically, the final equations will be in terms of the graph's primary variables: the across variables in the tree components and the through variables in the cotree components. The governing equations for a general multibody system will take the following form:
where M is the mass matrix, q is the column vector of generalised coordinates, Φ a column vector of constraints, Φ q =
∂Φ ∂q
is the Jacobian matrix of constraints, and Q is the generalised force vector. The unknown tree primary variables ("branch coordinates") comprise the column vector q. The unknown cotree primary variables are related to the reaction forces contained in the column vector λ. Now consider the modified graph of the revolute-link shown in Figure 1 . Anticipating the creation of a subsystem model, the revolute joint in the mechanism is attached to a moving reference frame represented by node A. The motion of this frame, modelled with edge Xe, represents the arbitrary motion of the body to which the frame will eventually be fixed. To further generalise the model, globally referenced forces and torques are applied to the link's tip. These actuations are modelled with edge Y e and represent the possible interactions of a component attached to the tip of the link. The tree for the modified graph is shown in bold. Here the only unknown across variable is θ H1 , representing the rotation in the revolute joint. Thus, q= [θ H1 ]. Had M 2 been selected into the tree instead of H1, the unknown across variables would have been x M 2 , y M 2 and θ M 2 . As a result, q would have been
T , the absolute coordinates of the link's centre of mass frame. The dynamic equations can be formed via the fundamental cutset (f-cutset) defined for each joint and mass edge in the tree. A cutset represents a set of edges that, when removed, divide the graph into two separate parts. No subset of these edges may have this property. An f-cutset consists of a single branch and a unique set of chords. There is one unique cutset for each branch in the tree. Once the f-cutset is defined, the through variables for each edge in the set are summed. The sign of each edge's variables is determined by its direction with respect to the defining branch's direction. Finally, this resulting equation is projected onto the defining mass or joint's motion space to obtain the dynamic equations [McP98] . The motion space of a component is simply the axes about or along which the component allows motion. For instance, the motion space for the revolute joint is its k axis (coming out of the page in the figure), while the i and j axes along which it resists motion comprise its reaction space. The motion space for a mass consists of full 2-dimensional motion (along I and J and about K) with an empty reaction space. Recall again that the node at the tail of an edge defines the reference frame in which its variables are expressed. For the revolute joint selected into the tree, shown on the right-hand side of Figure  1 , the following projected f-cutsets are produced:
Notice that the translational projections will vanish since i A , i C , I, j A , j C , and J are orthogonal to k A . This effectively removes the dynamic equations pertaining to the joint reactions, leaving only a single dynamic equation relating to the rotation in the revolute joint ( k A and K are parallel). Had the mass been selected into the tree instead of the revolute joint, the following projected f-cutsets would have resulted:
After the dot product is performed, only 3 equations would remain. These equations would be the dynamic equations related to the absolute coordinates of the link's centre of mass.
Regardless of the number of dynamic equations (n) generated, the number of degrees of freedom (f ) for the system remained unchanged. In cases where n > f, we require m constraint equations such that f = n−m. These m equations come from the fundamental circuit (f-circuit) equation defined for each of the cotree joints. A circuit is a set of edges that form a closed loop. An f-circuit is a circuit containing one chord and a unique set of branches. There is one unique f-circuit equation for each chord in the cotree.
Once the f-circuit is defined, the across variables for each edge in the set are summed. The sign of each edge's variables is determined by its direction with respect to the defining chord's direction. Finally, this resulting equation is projected onto the defining joint's reaction space to obtain the kinematic equations [McP98] . For the tree selected in Figure 1 , no joints are in the cotree. Consequently, no kinematic constraints are required (f = n). However, had M 2 been selected into the tree, the following projected f-circuits (coming from the revolute joint in the cotree) would have resulted:
In this case, two constraint equations are obtained from the projection of the translational across variables.
Clearly Equations 4 to 6 are not strictly in terms of the primary variables for their respective graphs. To bring this about, the terminal equations, along with some additional topological transformations, are required. The missing topological transformations are simply the remaining f-cutsets and f-circuits not resulting in dynamic and kinematic equations. More specifically, the f-cutsets are used to express tree through variables (secondary variables) in terms of chord through variables (primary variables) and are referred to as chord transformations. In a similar manner, branch transformations are f-circuit equations that express cotree across variables (secondary variables) in terms of tree across variables (primary variables). The terminal and topological equations need to be substituted into the dynamic and kinematic equations in the following order. The required substitutions for the modified revolute graph are included for clarity.
Chord Transformations (Rotational)
2. Chord Terminal Equations (Rotational, Admittance Form)
3. Chord Transformations (Translational)
4. Chord Terminal Equations (Translational, Admittance Form)
5. Branch Terminal Equations (Translational, Impedance Form)
6. Branch Transformations (Translational)
Note that m M 2 and I M 2 represent the mass and rotational inertia of the link, respectively. The acceleration due to gravity in the J direction is represented by g and the variable l represents the link's length. Once these substitutions have been performed, the kinematic and dynamic equations are completely in terms of the primary variables (q) and can easily be expressed in the form shown in Equation 3. At this point, a variety of numeric solvers may be used to simulate the motion of the system.
Modelling Multibody Systems using Subsystem Models

Overview
Modelling a system as a collection of subsystems can be represented as a three stage process. Such a representation is shown in the flowchart in Figure 2 . Here dotted lines divide each stage of the process while the function of each task is pictorially represented. The first task involves dividing the system components into different groups. These groups will later be modelled as single mechanisms through subsystem modelling techniques. Since the final subsystem representation of each component group will encapsulate and hide the details of its contained components, this stage is labelled the Abstraction Stage. Two independent tasks are contained in the second stage of the modelling process. Essentially, this stage uses graph theory to generate models for the identified subsystems (2A) as well as the equations required to link the subsystems together (2B). It is important to note that the subsystem models as well as the system-level model may be generated in parallel.
Once the models for the system and its included subsystems have been obtained, the final stage of the modelling process begins. This stage combines the previously obtained models by performing the standard graph-theoretic substitutions outlined at the end of Section 2.
Stage 1: Abstraction of Original System
The first stage in the modelling process is termed the Abstraction Stage and consists of combining the components of a system into distinct groupings. So long as each component is included in only one subsystem, there are no restrictions as to how the components may be grouped. That being said, certain groupings make more topological sense than others [Sav97] , [FP98] . Repeated structures, closed kinematic loops, or functional sets (such as the components in a suspension system) are all good choices for subsystem groupings. A three degree of freedom (dof) planar parallel manipulator is shown in Figure 3 . The manipulator consists of three legs and a central platform. Each leg consists of two serially connected bodies which are attached via a revolute joint. Revolute joints are also used to attach the tips of these legs to the ground and the platform. One possible grouping of the components in Figure 3 represents each identical leg as a separate subsystem. This grouping is shown pictorially in Stage 1 of Figure 2 . Not only does this selection take advantage of the repeated structures in the mechanism, but it also serves as an intuitive approach to modelling the system. A more simple grouping of the components chooses the repeated revolute-links as separate subsystems. Although less intuitive, this selection allows for less complicated subsystem models (for the purpose of explaining the procedure) and still takes advantage of repeated structures within the mechanism. Each leg is composed of two of these subsystems, with the manipulator containing six of them in total. The process of generating a subsystem model is depicted in Figure 4 . As can be seen, three distinct steps are required. The step names are listed along the left-hand side of the diagram. To help our discussion, each step is divided into distinct tasks. The number in the top left of each task box serves as a quick identifier for that task. The actual definition of the subsystem is the first step in the algorithm and contains tasks 1 through 3. The definition step determines which components are included in the subsystem, how they are connected, and how they interact with external systems. The formulation of the subsystem equations and graph comprise the second step in the algorithm and consists of tasks 4 through 10. This step begins by generating modified versions of the linear graph used to describe the subsystem components, and then uses these graphs to form two separate sets of equations. The dotted boxes surrounding Group A and Group B Equations indicates that these groups of tasks are independent and can be computed in parallel. The second part of the formulation step combines the two sets of equations. The algorithm finishes by packaging the final subsystem equations and subsystem graph into a single object in Task 11. This step is implementation-specific but illustrates the need to intelligently encapsulate the subsystem details.
Subsystem Definition (Tasks 1-3)
The first task in Figure 4 consists of dividing the system components into different sets that are to be represented as single mechanisms. This task is implicitly done in the abstraction phase, when the overall system is broken down into different component groupings. As was stated in Section 3.2, the revolute-link will be chosen as the component grouping for this step.
Once the subsystem's components have been selected, a graph representing the mechanism The final task in the definition step requires the user to select the points where the subsystem interacts with other components. The nodes that correspond to these points are the boundary nodes for the subsystem. Points that are of interest to the user may also be selected as boundary nodes. The boundary nodes for the revolute-link depicted on the left side of Figure 5 have already been selected. The hollow nodes signify internal reference frames while solid nodes represent the boundary nodes through which the mechanism interacts with its environment. Looking back at Figure 3 , we see that the revolute-link only connects to other components at the base of its revolute joint (node A) and the tip of its link (node D). As such, these are the only nodes chosen as boundary nodes, while nodes B and C are left as internal nodes.
Formulation of Subsystem Equations (Tasks 4-8)
Subsystem and Modified Graphs (Tasks 4,6 and 7)
The subsystem graph for the mechanism can be directly generated from the component graph of the free-floating revolute-link. As can be seen on the right of Figure 5 , the subsystem graph only includes the standard graph's boundary nodes. Like any mechanical graph, it also includes an inertial reference frame (node Z). The subsystem graph is a minimal representation of the mechanism where only the frames connected to external components are explicitly included. Generating this graph completes Task 6. Tasks 4 and 7 result in the graphs shown in Figure 6 and on the right of Figure 1 . Here fictitious excitations have been added to the boundary nodes in both graphs. These excitations represent the interactions of external elements on the system. An important observation should be made about the manner of fictitious excitations added to the graphs in Tasks 6 and 7. Since the interactions represented by the excitations are assumed to be arbitrary, they must be independent of one another. Consequentially, only one of the excitations may be an across driver; all other fictitious excitations applied at boundary nodes must be through drivers. To illustrate this, consider the modified component graph of the revolute-link with both Xe and Y e as across drivers. One possible circuit of this new graph is to traverse along edges Xe, H1, R3, R4 and Y e. This closed loop results in a kinematic constraint equation relating the translation variables in Xe and Y e. Since the drivers are related in this manner, they cannot be independent of one another. Thus, to avoid these types of kinematic constraints, only one fictitious driver may be an across driver. The boundary node to which the fictitious across driver is applied is referred to as the base node.
Group A Equations (Task 5)
The equations resulting from Task 5 form both the dynamic and kinematic equations for the modified graph depicted in Figure 1 . In addition, they provide a symbolic "measurement" of the mechanism's response to the fictitious excitations (i.e. symbolic expressions for Y e and Xe). In Task 9 these expressions will be combined with Task 8's equations to generate the terminal equations for the subsystem graph. The only restriction on the tree selection for the mechanism's modified component graph pertains to the fictitious excitation edges. Specifically, the across excitation must be selected into the tree while the through excitations must be left in the cotree. This restriction allows the user to define the desired tree for the mechanism's actual components, allowing control over which modelling variables appear in the resulting dynamic and kinematic equations. For the revolute-link shown on the right of Figure 1 , the tree selection is shown in bold. Equation sets 1 and 2 in Task 5 are simply the dynamic and kinematic equations for the modified component graph (Figure 1 ). The procedure for obtaining these equations is outlined in Section 2.
The third equation set in Task 5 is the f-cutset defined for the base excitation edge (i.e. the across excitation edge going from the inertial reference frame to the base node). This equation is the chord transformation for the base edge and acts as a symbolic "through measurement" of the system's response to the across excitation applied to its base node. The fourth equation set consists of the f-circuit equations defined for the boundary excitation edges (i.e. the through excitation edges going from the base node to the boundary nodes). These equations are the branch transformations for the boundary excitation edges and they represent a symbolic "across measurement" of the system's responses to the through excitations applied at its boundary nodes. After the substitutions performed in Task 9, sets 3 and 4 will define the terminal equations for the subsystem graph's edges.
Group B Equations (Task 8)
As was mentioned earlier, the selection of a tree dictates the form of the modelling variables used in the final set of equations. To generate the subsystem equations in the desired form, the base edge (the subsystem graph edge going from the datum node to the base node, S a in this case) is placed into the tree while all of the boundary edges (subsystem edges going from the base node to the boundary nodes, S b in this case) are selected into the cotree. In order to form a proper tree for the graph, the base excitation (Xe) is placed into the cotree while the boundary excitations (Y e) are placed in the tree. Such a tree selection is depicted in the subsystem graph of Figure 6 , with the tree edges outlined in bold. The equations for task 8 are simply the chord and branch transformation equations for this graph. These equations are shown below:
Final Subsystem Equations (Tasks 9-10)
A final step in generating the subsystem equations for the revolute-link involves two important assumptions. As previously stated, we assume that the component graph and the subsystem graph both represent the same system. In addition, we assume that the excitations applied to both graphs are identical. With these assumptions in place, the symbolic values for the excitation variables obtained in Task 5 and Task 8 can be used to eliminate the fictitious excitation variables in the Group A and Group B Equations. The resulting set of equations provides a complete model of the subsystem graph. All equations are in terms of the modelling variables in the component graph (q) and the base and boundary edges (S a and S b respectively) in the subsystem graph (Task 9). As can be seen in Task 10 in Figure 4 , the equations for the subsystem are divided up into 5 different groups. A brief explanation of each group follows.
Dynamic Equations
This set of equations consists of the dynamic equations derived in Task 5. The only change is that the fictitious excitation variables have now been replaced by subsystem edges.
Kinematic Equations
This set contains a subset of the kinematic equations derived in Task 5. More specifically, if the kinematic equations contained across variables pertaining to the fictitious excitations, these variables were replaced by subsystem variables and the resulting equations are included in this set. For the revolute-link modelled with independent joint coordinates, this set is empty.
Internal Kinematic Equations
Unlike the previous set, this set contains all of the kinematic equations from Task 5 that did not contain any across variables pertaining to the fictitious excitations. Again, for the revolute-link modelled with joint coordinates, this set is empty.
Terminal Equation for Base Edge
This set represents the terminal equation for the base edge in admittance form. As a result, the base edge in the subsystem graph must always be in the cotree.
Terminal Equations for Boundary Edges
This set of equations represent the terminal equations for the boundary edges. These equations are expressed in impedance form so the boundary edges must always be selected into the tree.
Generating a Leg Subsystem
Once the revolute-link subsystem has been defined, it is a simple matter to create a leg of the parallel manipulator shown in Figure 3 by combining two of these subsystems. Figure 7 represents the modified component graph (the revolute-link subsystems are the components of this graph) for a single leg of the parallel manipulator. The floating reference frame A for the second subsystem has been attached to the first revolute-link's node D to form node B. This node is selected as an internal node for the final subsystem graph shown in Figure 8 .
Stage 2b: Generating System-Level Model
The system-level model of the planar parallel manipulator is shown in Figure 9 . Notice that the individual subsystem components have been replaced their subsystem graphs. The method for obtaining the system-level equations proceeds in an identical manner to that shown in Section 2. System-level dynamic equations are obtained from the f-cutsets defined for tree joints and masses projected onto their respective motion spaces. Thus, for the parallel manipulator shown in Figure 9 , three dynamic equations in terms of the platform's absolute coordinates are generated:
Also as previously shown in Section 2, the kinematic constraint equations stem from the fcircuits defined for each cotree joint projected onto its reaction space. The three cotree joints (H4, H5, and H6) result in the following six constraint equations:
Stage 3: Combining Models to Form Governing Equations
Overview
The final stage in the modelling process generates the governing equations for the modelled system. A detailed flowchart of this stage is represented in Figure 10 . As the figure indicates, this phase consists of a series of ordered substitutions. The inputs at the start of the stage are the system-level equations and the equations corresponding to each subsystem contained within the system. Each system's/subsystem's equations are divided into distinct sets, as previously derived in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The numbers and letters beside the lines in the flowchart refer to the system and subsystem equation sets, respectively. For instance, the line with number 1 beside it represents the dynamic equations for all of the subsystems. At this point a distinction needs to be made concerning the term "primary variables". As was stated in Section 2, primary variables refer to tree across variables and cotree through variables. However, we now have multiple trees -one defined at the system level and one defined for each subsystem. The system level primary variables are divided into two groups: "system" and "subsystem" primary variables. The first group represents primary variables existing in the system graph ( Figure 9 ) that do not refer to subsystem edges. For the parallel manipulator, these variables are
The second group, subsystem primary variables, contains the primary variables defined at the system-level which refer to subsystem edges. Again, for the parallel manipulator model, these variables are
Note that these are the variables for which the subsystems' terminal equations have been defined. The final set of primary variables are from the trees internally defined for the subsystems and are termed the "internal subsystem" primary variables. This list excludes the subsystem primary variables and for the parallel manipulator example consist of {θ H1 , θ H2 }, the rotation of the two revolute joints contained in each leg subsystem. The order of substitutions in tasks 3-6 are identical to those mentioned in Section 2. By the time the dynamic and kinematic equations reach task 8, they are completely in terms of primary system and primary subsystem variables. The last substitution in task 8 replaces the primary subsystem variables with their terminal equations. These equations are in terms of the internal subsystem primary variables and system primary variables. Note that tasks 3-6 could be performed on each subsystem in parallel.
The resulting final equations are completely in terms of the system and internal subsystem primary variables. These would be the same equations derived had no subsystem models been used. However, the equations are now topologically grouped. To see this more clearly, consider the dynamic equations in the format shown in Equation 18. 
System-Level Equations
In this equation, a variable's superscript indicates the subsystem it belongs to while its subscript refers to the component's edge identifier. System-level variables have a 0 superscript. The "X" markers in the transpose of the constraint Jacobian matrix indicate a non-zero entry. It should also be noted that the mass matrix M is block diagonal. By organising the dynamic equations in this manner it is clear how the equations can be decoupled. The two dynamic equations for each leg can be simultaneously solved in order to obtain the revolute reaction forces in terms of that subsystem's joint accelerations. These values can then be substituted into the expressions for the last three dynamic equations. The use of linear graph theory clearly reveals this substitution process, which has been used in hand derivations of the dynamics of parallel robots [DC99] .
Observations
The proposed procedure for modelling multibody systems using subsystems can be used to reduce the overall time required to symbolically formulate the system's governing equations. From Figure 2 we observe that the equations for each subsystem as well as the overall system, can be formulated in parallel. It should be noted that for small subsystems, the overhead associated with parallel implementation may outweigh the benefits of deriving the subsystems in parallel. If parallel processing facilities do not exist but repeated structures are used, only a single subsystem model needs to be derived. In this case the repeated models can be created by replicating the derived model. Finally, since the subsystem models are symbolic, the models could be formulated and saved ahead of time. Not only can the proposed approach reduce formulation time, but it can also lessen the time required to reformulate the equations of motion when a system's topology changes.
Modelling Electromechanical Systems
The previous section showed how multi-dimensional mechanical systems may be modelled as subsystems using linear graph theory. These models may then be used in conjunction with a system-level model to generate the governing equations for the system. As was mentioned in Section 2, subsystem modelling of electrical systems with linear graph theory has been done for many decades. The purpose of this section is to briefly show how the mechanical subsystem models naturally combine with electrical subsystem models to formulate equations for electromechanical systems. Consider the simple electromechanical system shown in Figure 11 . A revolute-link mechanism (identical to the one modelled in Section 3.3) is now actuated by a DC motor. The torque of the motor is governed by an analogue PD controller which tries to match the user defined θ desired with the measured angle of the link (θ actual ). An intuitive representation of the system is shown in Figure 12 . In this figure, each electrical component, transducing component (components that span more than one energy domain) and mechanical component is modelled as a separate subsystem. This representation of the system can be thought of as the output of the first stage in Figure 2 . The second stage depicted in Figure 2 involves formulating the subsystem and system-level models. As before, the models in this stage may be formulated in parallel. To demonstrate the similarity between formulating electrical and mechanical subsystem models, Stage 2a for Figure 13 is broken down into the same three steps. Notice also that fictitious excitations (in this case currents and voltages) are again used to help generate the subsystem model. This similarity is not surprising since the procedure for modelling multidimensional mechanical subsystems is a direct extension of the procedure used for modelling electrical subsystems. Further details for modelling electrical subsystem with linear graph theory can be found in [Roe66] . Stage 2b in Figure 2 can also be pictorially represented. As for the purely mechanical parallel manipulator previously modelled, the system-level graph for the electromechanical system can be quickly generated. Figure 14 shows the components of the system connected and overlaid with their subsystem graphs. Figure 15 represents the same diagram, only all common nodes are compressed into a single node. As in the previous case, the final graph of the system is greatly simplified by using the subsystem representation of the individual components.
After the subsystem and system-level models have been defined they can be combined to form 
Conclusions
In the preceding paper we have presented a procedure to model multibody systems using subsystems. The method applies an extension of linear graph theory to generate the subsystem models. In addition, we have shown how this formulation naturally combines with linear graph methods for modelling electrical subsystems, thus allowing the subsystem modelling of complex electromechanical systems. The advantages of modelling via subsystems present themselves in the areas of modelling and formulation. By modelling a multibody and electromechanical system, we have shown how the presented method represents a more intuitive model of a system. By abstracting the system's details, modelling with subsystems presents a high-level depiction of the system, breaking the model into functional blocks rather than individual components. This is particularly true of electromechanical systems where the encapsulated subsystems may span different energy domains. Since the subsystems are derived symbolically, they benefit from all of the advantages normally associated with symbolic equations (Section 1). A particular advantage of their symbolic form is their ability to be stored. Not only does this allow the reuse of a subsystem model in subsequent systems, but it also facilitates porting the models into different applications and transferring them between colleagues. The presented approach has also been shown to facilitate parallel implementation strategies during the formulation of the governing equations for electromechanical systems. Additionally, the subsystem models may provide advantages when re-formulating the system equations due to topology changes within the system. These benefits are of importance in operator-in-the-loop applications where the equations may need to be formulated or re-formulated during simulation. Finally, the presented method lends itself well to the development of electromechanical models of systems. Since it is based on linear graph theory, the multibody equations as well those equations governing the electrical system, are all derived using the same general formulation technique. This formulation technique is systematic and lends itself well to computer implementation.
